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GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1

Contact Data and Legal Information

1.1.1

Contact Data

Support
If you cannot find information you need in this guide, or if you have questions or problems, contact
Brainlab support:
Region

Telephone and Fax

Email

United States, Canada, Central
and South America

Tel: +1 800 597 5911
Fax: +1 708 409 1619

us.support@brainlab.com

Brazil

Tel: (0800) 892 1217

brazil.support@brainlab.com

UK

Tel: +44 1223 755 333

Spain

Tel: +34 900 649 115

France and French-speaking regions

Tel: +33 800 676 030

Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe

Tel: +49 89 991568 1044
Fax: +49 89 991568 5811

Japan

Tel: +81 3 3769 6900
Fax: +81 3 3769 6901

support@brainlab.com

Expected Service Life
Brainlab provides 10 years of service for Multiple Brain Mets SRS. During this period of time,
software updates as well as field support are offered.

Feedback
Despite careful review, this manual may contain errors.
Please contact us at oncology.manuals@brainlab.com if you have suggestions as to how we can
improve this manual.

Manufacturer
Brainlab AG
Olof-Palme-Str. 9
81829 Munich
Germany
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Contact Data and Legal Information

Language Information
All Brainlab user guides are originally drafted in English.
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1.1.2

Legal Information

Copyright
This guide contains proprietary information protected by copyright. No part of this guide may be
reproduced or translated without express written permission of Brainlab.

Brainlab Trademarks
Brainlab® is a registered trademark of Brainlab AG in Germany and/or the US.

Non-Brainlab Trademarks
• Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and other countries.
• Adobe® and Acrobat® are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Inc. in the United States
and other countries.

Patent Information
This product may be covered by one or more patents or pending patent applications. See https://
www.brainlab.com/patent/ for more details.

Integrated Third-Party Software
• This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.
• This software is based in part on Xerces C++3.1.1, developed by the Apache Software
Foundation. For a full description of copyrights, disclaimers and license, see http://
xerces.apache.org/.
• This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. For a full
description of copyrights, disclaimers and license, see http://www.apache.org/.
• This product includes libtiff 4.0.4 beta, copyright © 1988 - 1997 Sam Leffler and copyright ©
1991 - 1997 Silicon Graphics. For a full description of copyrights and license see: http://
www.simplesystems.org/libtiff.
• This software is based on the work of the Open JPEG Group (for licensing information, see:
http://www.openjpeg.org).
• This product uses the XML2PDF Formatting Engine, which is the exclusive property of Altsoft
bvba.

CE Label
The CE label indicates that the Brainlab product complies with the essential requirements of European Council Directive 93/42/EEC, the Medical Device Directive ("MDD").
According to the rules established by the MDD, Council Directive 93/42/EEC,
Multiple Brain Mets SRS is a CE Class IIb product.

Sales in the US
US federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
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Symbols

1.2

Symbols

Warnings
Warnings are indicated by triangular warning symbols. They contain safety-critical
information regarding possible injury, death or other serious consequences associated
with equipment misuse.

Cautions
Cautions are indicated by circular caution symbols. They contain safety-critical information
regarding possible problems with the device. Such problems include device malfunctions,
device failure, damage to device or damage to property.

Notes
NOTE: Notes are formatted in italic type and indicate additional useful hints.
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1.3

Intended Use

Plausibility Review
Before patient treatment, review the plausibility of all information input to and output from
the system.

Indications for Use
The RT Elements are applications for radiation treatment planning for use in stereotactic,
conformal, computer planned, Linac based radiation treatment of cranial, head and neck, and
extracranial lesions.
The Multiple Brain Mets SRS application as one RT Element provides optimized planning and
display for cranial multi-metastases radiation treatment planning.

Environment
The computer hardware is intended to be used within a hospital environment. General regulations
and standards, such as IEC 60601-1, IEC 60950 must be observed by the hospital, i.e. only parts
conforming to the applicable standards must be used within the hospital environment.
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Compatibility with Medical Devices and Software

1.4

Compatibility with Medical Devices and Software

1.4.1

Brainlab Medical Devices

Compatible Brainlab Medical Devices
Use Multiple Brain Mets SRS only in combination with a 6D Image Guidance System and a
6D Patient Support System (e.g., ExacTrac and Robotics with Frameless Radiosurgery
Components).
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1.4.2

Brainlab Medical Software

Compatible Brainlab Medical Software
Multiple Brain Mets SRS is compatible with the following Brainlab medical software:
Brainlab Medical Software

Comment

Content Manager 2.4.0
Patient Selection 4.3.0

Patient data management software

DICOM Viewer 3.2

For viewing images and structures

Anatomical Mapping 1.0
Image Fusion (Cranial Distortion Correction) 3.0
SmartBrush 2.5
Object Manipulation 1.0

Multiple Brain Mets SRS can read data written by
these Brainlab Elements.

Dose Review 1.0, 1.1

Can read treatment plans created by Multiple Brain
Mets SRS.

RT QA 1.0

Contains features for patient specific quality assurance.

ExacTrac 6.0, 6.1, 6.2
ExacTrac Vero 3.5
Physics Administration 5.0

Multiple Brain Mets SRS can export to these patient
positioning systems.
Only machine profiles created by Physics Administration 5.0 are valid for use in combination with Multiple Brain Mets SRS.

iPlan RT Image 4.x
iPlan RT Dose 4.x

xBrain compatible software

PatXfer RT 1.5
NOTE: Brain Metastases 1.0 is not compatible with Object Manipulation, RT QA and Physics
Administration 5.0. Refer to the Brain Metastases (1.0) Software User Guide.

Other Brainlab Software
Other compatible Brainlab software may become available after the release of this user guide. If
you have questions regarding compatibility of software contact Brainlab support.
If you are running software versions other than those specified above, contact Brainlab support for
clarification regarding compatibility with Brainlab devices.
Only Brainlab medical software specified by Brainlab may be installed and used with the
system.

Remote Help
If requested, the Multiple Brain Mets SRS workstation can be equipped with remote access to
Brainlab support via iHelp® (Axeda).
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1.4.3

Non-Brainlab Medical Software

General Information
Brainlab recommends to only utilize systems that exchange registrations as recommended by
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise - Radiation Oncology (IHE-RO) (http://www.ihe.net/
Radiation_Oncology/) profile on Multimodality Registration for Radiation Oncology. The definitions
provided in this document have been defined by a group of clinicians and vendors and address
clinical workflows and related security considerations.

Authorized Third-Party Medical Software
It is acceptable to install and run the following medical software on the same workstation as Brain
Metastases:
Third-Party Medical Software

Version

Comment

RayStation manufactured by
RaySearch Laboratories AB

4.7

Treatment planning system for radiation therapy.

InverseArc manufactured by
RaySearch Laboratories AB

1.0

Transforms treatment plans into equivalent VMAT
(Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy) plans.

Installing Other Software
Brainlab does not permit the installation of Brainlab RT Elements on platforms with thirdparty medical software installed. This is because it cannot be excluded that the Brainlab RT
Elements influence the third-party software, and vice versa. In this context, it is the user’s
responsibility to provide and identify suitable platforms fulfilling the given requirements for
installation of the Brainlab RT Elements.
Brainlab strongly recommends to have no third-party software installed on the platform as
third-party software can affect the performance of the RT Elements. It is the user’s
responsibility to verify that the RT Elements are not affected by any third-party software
installations or third-party software updates. For this purpose, the provided software
revalidation instructions of the clinical user guide may be used.
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1.4.4

Non-Brainlab Medical Devices

Compatible Non-Brainlab Medical Devices
Multiple Brain Mets SRS can export to record and verify systems using the DICOM format.

Other Non-Brainlab Devices
Using medical device combinations which have not been authorized by Brainlab may
adversely affect safety and/or effectiveness of the devices and endanger safety of patient,
user and/or environment.
Do not use hardware that is not stated to be compatible in this user manual. This may lead
to patient misalignment. Please contact your Brainlab sales or support representative for
details about supported Linac/MLC combinations.
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Training and Documentation

1.5

Training and Documentation

1.5.1

Training

Brainlab Training
To ensure safe and appropriate use, before using the system all users should participate in a
training program held by a Brainlab representative.

Responsibility
This system may only be operated by qualified medical professionals.

This system solely provides assistance to the medical staff and does not substitute or
replace the medical staff’s experience and/or responsibility during its use.
Ensure that individuals authorized to perform treatment planning functions are
appropriately trained for the function they perform.
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1.5.2

Documentation

Intended Audience
Mulitple Brain Mets SRS is aimed at medical professionals (physicians, radiation oncologists,
physicists, dosimetrists and similar) with sufficient understanding of the English technical
vocabulary related to the fields of medical physics and medical imaging so as to enable
appropriate understanding of the Multiple Brain Mets SRS user interface.

Reading User Guides
The user guides describe complex medical software that must be used with care.
It is important that all users of systems, instruments and software:
• Read the user guides carefully before handling the equipment
• Have access to the user guides at all times

Available User Guides
User Guide

Contents

Content Manager/Patient
Selection Software User
Guide

Instructions on patient data management

DICOM Viewer Software
User Guide

Instructions on reviewing data

Image Fusion Software
User Guide

Instructions on how to fuse multiple images and on how to correct
for possible cranial image distortions

Anatomical Mapping Software User Guide

Instructions on how to automatically create objects from the available medical image data

SmartBrush Software User
Instructions on how to manually create objects
Guide
Object Manipulation Software User Guide

Instructions on how to review and refine objects, add margins to
objects and create new objects based on operations of existing
objects

RT QA Software User
Guide

Instructions on how to perform patient specific quality assurance
and to verify dose calculations

Brainlab Physics Technical Reference Guide

Details about algorithms and quality assurance measures

Physics Administration
Software User Guide

Details on how to administer measured beam data and machine
profiles

Patient Support System
Hardware User Guide

Details on the Frameless Radiosurgery Components and Robotics

iPlan RT Dose Clinical
User Guide

Details on object creation for xBrain conversion

iPlan RT Image Clinical
User Guide

Details on how to prepare patient image data for xBrain conversion

PatXfer RT Clinical User
Guide

Details on how to convert iPlan RT data into Brainlab Advanced
format DICOM data

ExacTrac Clinical User
Guide

Details on the Brainlab patient positioning system

ExacTrac Vero Clinical
User Guide

Details on the Brainlab Vero patient positioning system
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1.6

Technical Requirements

General
Users must not share their login information. Each user takes full responsibility for any
changes to the treatment plan. If your username or password are compromised, contact
your system administrator.

Recommended Hardware Specifications
Hardware

Requirement

Processor

Intel XEON CPU with Haswell microarchitecture or newer (released
June 2014 or later).
Number of cores:
• The software is able to utilize a high number of cores
• Calculation speed increases with a higher number of cores and a
faster clock rate
• Brainlab strongly recommends at least 12 physical cores
Example: 2 x [Dual CPU] Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3 @ 2.60 GHz.

Memory

32 GB
For Monte Carlo, 2 GB are recommended per (virtual) CPU core,
which results in 64 GB of RAM for a system with 16 physical cores.

Graphics Card

DirectX 12 compatible workstation graphics card with at least 4 GB
of graphics memory and hardware feature level 11.
A high memory bandwidth between the accelerator memory and accelerator and at least 1000 GPU cores are recommended.
NVIDIA Quadro series with Maxwell chipset or newer recommended.
Examples: NVIDIA Quadro M2000, NVIDIA Quadro M4000.

Screen Resolution

1920 x 1200 (WUXGA)
2560 x 1440 (WQHD) for optimal representation

Network Connection

1 Gbit/s

Hard Drive

Solid State Drive (SSD) with 250 GB disk space for Windows installation and third-party applications.
At least 250 GB additional disk space on SSD for Brainlab applications and patient data. Secondary SSD recommended.

Currently supported Brainlab Platforms:
• Planning Station 7 Premium
• Planning Workstation 8 for RT
• Node Server Hardware 4
You may not change the workstation hardware components. Brainlab can not be held
responsible for any changes made to the system. Local regulations must be observed.

Software Prerequisites
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Software

Requirement

Operating System

Windows Ultimate 7, SP1, 64 bit
Windows 10 Enterprise 2015 LTSB, 64 bit
Windows Server 2008 64 bit, SP2
Windows Server 2012 R2, 64 bit
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For details on service pack compatibility, consult your Brainlab support specialist.
Brainlab recommends updating the operating system with Microsoft Security Updates
according to hospital IT regulations and according to the Brainlab Antivirus and Windows
Update Policy. Brainlab does not expect any problems related to Microsoft Security Update
installations. In case any problems are encountered, please inform Brainlab support.
Updates to the operating system (hotfixes) or third-party software should be performed outside
clinical working hours and in a test environment to verify correct operation of the Brainlab system.
Brainlab monitors the released Windows hotfixes to check for problems. Contact Brainlab support
if any problems related to operating system hotfixes are encountered.
After system acceptance, a backup of the Multiple Brain Mets SRS installation is created. This
backup will not run on workstations other than the one the software is licensed to.

Virus Scanner
If the system is connected to a local area network (LAN), Brainlab recommends installing malware
protection software (e.g., virus scanner) and keeping the definition files up to date. Please be
aware that the malware protection software settings can affect the system performance. For
example, if each file access is monitored, patient data loading and saving might be slow.
Therefore, Brainlab recommends disabling real-time scans and performing virus scans outside of
clinic working hours.

Commissioning Requirements
Brainlab provides up-to-date measurement instructions. Ensure that the latest measurement
instructions are used during beam data acquisition. For more information, contact Brainlab
support.
For the commissioning of Multiple Brain Mets SRS, the Physics Administration 5.0 Software
User Guide and the instructions within the latest revision of the Brainlab Physics Technical
Reference Guide are valid. Only machine profiles created by Physics Administration 5.0 are
valid for use in combination with Multiple Brain Mets SRS.
NOTE: You are responsible for approving the machine profile including the beam data prior to
treatment.
Always be aware that the quality of the output depends critically on the quality of the input
data. Any irregularities or uncertainties about input data units, identification, or quality
issues of any other nature must be thoroughly investigated before the data is used.

Linac Requirements
Only machines with 4 - 10 MV X-rays are supported.
The MLCs must fulfill the following criteria:
• Supports dynamic arc treatments
• Minimum field size at least 15 x 15 cm
• Leaf width 5 mm or smaller
Multiple Brain Mets SRS allows for standard and SRS flattening filter as well as flattening filter
free modes.
Contact Brainlab support for compatibility information.
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2

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

2.1

Introduction

General Information
Multiple Brain Mets SRS helps you create and review treatment plans for patients with multiple
metastases.

Scan Requirements
Refer to the Brainlab scan protocol.
Multiple Brain Mets SRS only reads and loads approved and valid Hounsfield Unit (HU) to
Electron Density (ED) conversion tables. The HU to ED conversion tables used in Multiple Brain
Mets SRS can only be created and approved in Physics Administration 5.0.
If the scanner HU scale extends 12 bit (-1024 to +3071), the larger values are truncated to:
• Values < -1024 are truncated to -1024
• Values > 3071 are truncated to 3071
The CT image scaling must be verified before patient treatment.
Ensure that your imaging devices (e.g., CT scanner) are properly configured and
calibrated. Regularly check the calibration by imaging and verifying test phantoms.
The CT image set used for dose calculation must not contain contrasted scans.

Cone beam CT data does not contain real HU values. Do not use cone beam CTs for dose
calculation.
As standard uptake values (SUV) may vary depending on the PET scanner and the imaging
protocol used, always compare the displayed values with the SUV obtained directly at the
scanner before use. Clinical decisions must not be based on the displayed SUV alone.
In some cases, the HU values of the CT scan do not represent the real characteristics of a
material (e.g., mass density and material composition). This may lead to inaccurate dose
calculation for non-human tissue materials (e.g., implants).
The patient treatment position is always head to gantry. The patient position must be
supine. The CT image set must not be tilted. For details about the permitted scan positions
refer to the scanning instructions.

Brain Metastases Version 1.0
If the Brain Metastases software version 1.0 remains installed on your machine, the software
icon can be selected in the Radiotherapy workflow.
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Introduction

Steps
Select Brain Metastases Planning.

1.
NOTE: Refer to the Content Manager/Patient Selection Software User Guide.
2.

Select an appropriate patient data set including CT and MR image sets and any defined
objects or saved treatment plans.
Select OK.
All Elements for this workflow are displayed.

3.

NOTE: Refer to the Brain Metastases Software User Guide.
NOTE: Brain Metastases 1.0 is not compatible with Object Manipulation and RT QA. Therefore,
these Elements are not displayed in the workflow.

Multiple Software Versions
If multiple versions of the Multiple Brain Mets SRS software are installed on your machine, you
will be asked to select from a list of the available versions.

20
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①

②

Options
Select START ① to start the selected software version.
Click on the circle by Start by default ② to set the selected version as the default. Then select
START ①.
To start a different version after setting the default, use a right mouse click on the Multiple Brain
Mets SRS icon to choose from the list of available software versions.
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2.2

Multiple Brain Mets SRS Workflow

General Information
The Multiple Brain Mets SRS planning workflow consists of a sequence of Brainlab Elements.

How to Start the Workflow
Steps

1.

2a.

Select Multiple Brain Mets SRS.

Selecting initial data: Select an appropriate patient data set including CT and MR image sets and any defined objects.
Refer to the Content Manager/Patient Selection Software User Guide.

①
②
2b.

③
④

If a saved treatment plan exists for the patient, a treatment
plan icon shows up together with all data sets and objects
belonging to the plan. The icon displays the following information:
① Plan Intent
② Software-specific icon
③ Date and time
④ Disease location and treatment type

All Elements for this workflow are displayed.

3.
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4.

Select DICOM Viewer to review the current state of the plan.

5.

Select Image Fusion to fuse together two or more image sets (e.g., CT and MR)
that you want to use for planning.

6.

Select Cranial Distortion Correction to correct any MR distortions (if they exist) by
elastically deforming the MR image set for better fusion to the CT image set.

7.

Select Anatomical Mapping to automatically create segmented objects (e.g., organs relevant for treatment planning) as well as to review and refine these objects.

8.

Select SmartBrush to contour and define the metastases you wish to treat.

9.

Select Object Manipulation to review and refine objects, add margins to objects
and create new objects based on operations of existing objects (e.g., create a new
object from two overlapping objects).

10.

Select Multiple Brain Mets SRS to create a cranial multiple metastases radiation
treatment plan.
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Steps
11.

Select Patient Specific QA to map a treatment plan on a phantom.

For more information, see the DICOM Viewer, Image Fusion, Anatomical Mapping,
SmartBrush, Object Manipulation and RT QA Software User Guides.
If a plan that already contained an RT treatment plan (e.g., plan optimization) is modified by
other software modules (e.g., SmartBrush), you must carefully check the correctness of the
plan content after loading. The treatment plan must be created new.
Ensure during the complete planning process that you are working on the correct patient
data set. The patient information is displayed in the navigator area of each Element.
It is possible that more or other additional patient data is available for the RT Elements
than you are capable of loading. Examples include results of other planning steps or data
from third-party systems. In this case, you are informed that not all available data can be
imported. You will then be advised to carefully review the imported patient data for
correctness and validity.
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2.3

Pre-Planning Information

Import and Export Restrictions
Only data sets with a maximum scan length of 1000 mm and less than 400 slices can be imported
and exported.

Preparing for Multiple Brain Mets SRS with Image Fusion
When performing image fusion in preparation for Multiple Brain Mets SRS, you must define a
unique planning CT to fuse to other available image sets (e.g., MRI). The following conditions
apply to the image set used for dose calculations:
• There must be exactly one image set with modality CT.
• The CT image set must be supine.
• The CT image set must be head first.
• The CT image set must not be tilted.
• There can be other image sets with modality other than CT, but these must be fused to the CT
image set.
• All image sets must be fused.

Preparing for Multiple Brain Mets SRS with Anatomical Mapping
Use Anatomical Mapping to automatically create segmented objects (e.g., organs relevant for
treatment planning) as well as to review and refine/reshape these objects.
For information on the dose distribution to the normal brain, create the whole brain as a new
object.
Anatomical Mapping automatically defines: Type = name of the organ and Role = Undefined.

Preparing for Multiple Brain Mets SRS with SmartBrush
For Multiple Brain Mets SRS to operate:
• Contour all metastases to be treated. The default setting is Type = Tumor and Role =
Undefined. SmartBrush automatically names each metastasis in ascending numerical order
starting with Met 01.
• Each metastasis must have a volume of at least 0.01 cm3.
• Ensure a separate object was created for each metastasis defined in SmartBrush.
Review all metastases prior to treatment.

Preparing for Multiple Brain Mets SRS with Object Manipulation
If desired, you can add a margin to the metastases.
Object Manipulation changes the Type from Tumor to Unknown and the Role from Undefined
to PTV.

Object Handling
Multiple Brain Mets SRS recognizes metastases to be treated if:
1. Type = Tumor and Role = Undefined or PTV
2. Role = PTV, regardless of Type
NOTE: A single object with Role = CTV or GTV cannot be treated and a pop-up message
instructs you to go back to SmartBrush or Object Manipulation.
If an object with Role = PTV overlaps a different object with either Type = Tumor, Role = GTV or
Role = CTV, then Multiple Brain Mets SRS:

24
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• Recognizes the object with Role = PTV as the metastasis to be treated and
• Moves the overlapping object to Others
If an object with Role = PTV or Type = Tumor fully encloses a different object with Role = PTV,
then Multiple Brain Mets SRS cannot open. You will be directed to go back to the pre-planning
Elements to correct this.
There is no Organ-at-Risk (OAR) handling in the software. The Multiple Brain Mets SRS
Element does not consider OARs.

Changed Data
If you add, de-select or change any data sets or objects belonging to the loaded treatment plan,
the plan will be adapted to the changes. The following message warns you upon starting Multiple
Brain Mets SRS. Select OK to confirm the changes and restart planning.
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2.4

Initial Steps with Multiple Brain Mets SRS

General Information
When you start Multiple Brain Mets SRS, the software leads you through three preparation
screens where you need to make a few selections and adjustments.

How to Select the Machine Profile and Define the Patient Model Settings
In the first preparation page, you must select the machine profile and define the patient model.

① ②

③④

⑤

Figure 1
Steps
Select a machine profile from the drop-down list ①. The date and time are displayed to
identify the machine profile.
NOTE: You can only select from supported machine profiles (e.g., machine profiles that
adhere to the MLC restrictions).
1.
As a default, only approved machine profiles are listed. To see a list of unapproved profiles, click on the check box ② next to Show unapproved profiles.
NOTE: If you choose an acceptance machine profile, the plan intent is restricted to MACHINE_QA, SERVICE or RESEARCH.
2.

Select the table top type from the drop-down list ③.

3.

Select the HU to ED conversion table from the drop-down list ④. Only approved HU to
ED conversion tables are visible for selection.

4.

Confirm that the treatment orientation is supine and head first in relation to the gantry by
clicking on the check box next to Treatment Orientation ⑤.

Preparations in the Axial and Sagittal Slices
In the first preparation page, you can crop the views to include all relevant treatment areas in the
Outer Contour and (if a table top was selected) adjust the table top in the axial and sagittal
slices.
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①
②

④
③
Figure 2
Steps

1.

Select Crop ①. Drag the sides of the blue rectangles to include the area of patient data
that the algorithm takes into account when creating the Outer Contour.
NOTE: Cropping outside the range of the planning CT in the superior or inferior direction
causes parts of the table top that are outside of this range to be ignored during dose calculation.

2.

Select Adjust ②. Drag the blue table top representations ③ to position the table top within the scan images.

3.

Select Next ④ to proceed.
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Initial Steps with Multiple Brain Mets SRS

Preparations in the Coronal and Sagittal Slices
In the second preparation page, you can crop the views to include all relevant treatment areas in
the Outer Contour and (if a table top was selected) adjust the table top in the coronal and sagittal
slices.

①
②

④
③
Figure 3
Steps

1.

Select Crop ①. Drag the sides of the blue rectangles to include the area of patient data
that the algorithm takes into account when creating the Outer Contour.
NOTE: Cropping outside the range of the planning CT in the superior or inferior direction
causes parts of the table top that are outside of this range to be ignored during dose calculation.

2.

Select Adjust ②. Drag the blue table top representations ③ to position the table top within the scan images.
Use the fixation hole markers represented in the blue table top representations for guidance.

3.

Select Next ④ to proceed.

Table Top Safety Considerations
If irradiation is directed through a solid carbon fiber layer such as a table top, attenuation and
dose build-up occur. By specifying the table top used, these effects can be taken into account
during dose planning.
It cannot be guaranteed that the implemented parameters are consistent for non-Brainlab table
tops. Please verify that the calculations correspond to your table top by performing appropriate
QA measures.
Treating patients through the table top (from posterior) should be avoided. If it is
unavoidable, you should include your table top model for dose calculation. If not, be aware
that the calculated dose distribution does not include the additional attenuation or the
increased skin dose close to the table top. The dose calculation must be corrected
manually for these factors.
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You must verify the correctness of the table top position with respect to the patient
position. This is especially necessary for beams hitting the table top in a flat, almost
horizontal angle. Small differences between the dose plan and the actual treatment setup
can lead to significant differences between calculated and actual dose.
Table top models are approximations of the real geometry and do not take into account
high-density regions containing metal connectors. Avoid irradiating through these regions.
The table top is extended in the X-Y direction even if the CT-scan range is smaller. Note
that the tabletop length is clipped to the corresponding scan range (Z-direction), or to the
clipping box, whichever is smaller.

How to Review the Outer Contour
After the initial preparation steps have been performed, the software automatically generates the
Outer Contour that is displayed on a separate page.
The Outer Contour enables the software algorithm to perform dose calculation for the entire
patient tissue.

②

③

①

④

⑤
Figure 4
Steps
1.

Review the Outer Contour ① by rotating the 3D view and scrolling through all slices. The
ACS slices display the tissue model consisting of the Outer Contour in blue ② and the
table top model ③ (if a table top model was previously selected).

2.

If you are not satisfied, select Back ④ and modify the Outer Contour using the Crop
function.

3.

Select Next ⑤ to proceed.

Check the accuracy of the resulting Outer Contour and tissue model used for dose
calculations. All of the relevant treatment area must be included within the contour. Some
areas of patient data may be included in the Outer Contour that are not desired. These
areas are taken into account during dose calculation. If required, they can be cropped in
the first and second preparation pages.
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2.5

Basic Functions

2.5.1

Viewing

Viewing Options
The viewing options available depend on which layout view you are using.
Button

Function
Pan: Click on an image slice and drag it with the mouse pointer:
• 2D slices: Pan through the slices
• 3D slices: Rotate the slices

Scroll: Drag the mouse pointer through a slice, up or down.
You can also click on an image slice and scroll with the mouse wheel.
Zoom: Drag the mouse pointer:
• Up to zoom out
• Down to zoom in
You can also click on an image slice and zoom by simultaneously holding down
the “CTRL” button and scrolling up or down with the mouse wheel.

Rotate: Click on a 3D image and drag the mouse pointer.

Windowing: Click on an image slice and drag the mouse pointer to improve the
visibility of structure contrast:
• Drag up/down to increase/decrease the brightness (Hounsfield unit/gray value
level)
• Drag right/left to increase/decrease the contrast (Hounsfield unit/gray value window width)
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2.5.2

Data Menu

How to Open the Data Menu
Step
Select Data.
The software displays a list of the available images, objects and
layouts.

1.

Data Menu Layout

①

②

Figure 5
No.

Component

①

Selected Data

②

Layouts

Description
• Images: Switch between loaded image sets
• Treated Metastases: Lists the metastasis objects created in
SmartBrush
• Others: Any object that is not a metastasis
Switch between different layouts.
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Metastases Objects

Figure 6
Object Type

Description

Treated Metastases

Objects created in SmartBrush. These objects are included in the
treatment plan (Treat Metastasis is activated, see page 35).

Untreated Metastases

Objects for which you have deactivated Treat Metastasis.

Other Objects
Objects other than metastases such as segmented objects relevant for treatment planning and the
Outer Contour are listed under Others.

①
②
③
④

Figure 7
32
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No.

Component

①

To show/hide all objects, click on the open/closed eye buttons.

②

If an individual object is visible, it is displayed with a blue border and eye symbol. To hide
an object, click on it.
By default, the defined objects except the Outer Contour are set to invisible.

③

Object volume, name, date and time.

④

Click on the arrow beside the object of interest to see additional information:
• Basis: Lists the image set used for creation of the object
• Type: Defines the type of the object (e.g., name of the organ)
• Role: Defines the role (e.g., PTV)
• Comment: Describes where the object was created

Always verify that the outline of other objects is correct to avoid unintended dose to these
objects.
There is no Organ-at-Risk (OAR) handling in the software. The Multiple Brain Mets SRS
Element does not consider OARs.

Layouts
Select Data to open the Layouts menu and switch between layout views.
Layout

Description
Selector View displays the following views:
• Axial, coronal and sagittal 3D views
• Axial, coronal and sagittal slice views
NOTE: The corresponding slice views are automatically updated based on
what is selected in the 3D views.
Beam’s Eye View displays the following views:
• 3D view: Shows metastases and other objects in 3D. Enables you to select each metastasis or other object for review.
• Arc View: Shows the arcs calculated by the plan.
• Beam’s Eye View: Shows the MLC at equally distributed gantry angles
for the selected arc.
3D Review displays the following views:
• 3D view: Shows metastases and other objects in 3D. Enables you to select each metastasis or other object for review.
• DVH: Shows the dose volume histogram for the currently selected object.
• Maximum Intensity Projection: Shows the 3D dose projected onto a 2D
plane, highlighting the highest doses.
• Dose Surface: Shows how much of an object’s surface is covered by the
prescription dose. The selected object is the main object of view and any
obstructing objects are transparent.
• Dose Cloud: Displays two dose clouds around the metastases. The solid
green cloud represents 100% prescription dose and the transparent gray
cloud represents 50% prescription dose.
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Layout

Description
Fusion Review displays the following views:
• 3D view: Shows metastases and other objects in 3D. Enables you to select each metastasis or other object for review.
• Shows the dose distribution on the axial, coronal and sagittal slices overlayed on the fusion result.
NOTE: The CT image data set in the fusion pairs is fixed, however, the other image sets may be changed in this view.
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3

TREATMENT PLANS

3.1

Calculating a Treatment Plan

General Information
You can automatically calculate a dose plan using a pre-set clinical protocol.

Selector View
Selector View displays scans and 3D reconstructed images for optimal reviewing of all
metastases.

Figure 8
When you select an individual object:
• Information about its volume and size are displayed. Size is the largest diameter of the object.
• For metastases, the prescription and number of fractions are also displayed (only once a
clinical protocol has been selected). The prescription is based on three dose/metastasis size
(mm/cm3) value pairs that you can pre-define in your Clinical Protocol Editor templates. The
exact dose prescription for each metastasis is either interpolated on a line or the next largest
dose/tumor size value pair is used. For more information, see page 66.
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Calculating a Treatment Plan

Options
Each metastasis is displayed in the 3D views surrounded with an outline box. Review each
metastasis carefully:
• As you click on each one, the views change to center on that metastasis.
• If you double-click within one of the three image views, all views return to show the complete
scan.
• If you change an image view while an object is selected, the view will snap back to keep that
object centered.
To help ensure that each metastasis is reviewed, the display outline box is color-coded:
• Bright blue: Currently selected metastasis
• Light blue: Metastasis not yet reviewed
• Gray: Reviewed metastasis
To remove a metastasis from the dose plan calculation, deactivate the
Treat Metastasis check box.
NOTE: If you change the Treat Metastasis check box after a plan has
been optimized, the dose calculation becomes invalid and the plan is removed.

Review the metastases prior to calculating the dose plan. This includes examining their
contours, volume and the distance within each metastasis as well as reviewing their Treat
Metastases (PTV) definition.
After import, verify that the contours are properly aligned to the images.

How to Treat Clusters of Metastases
In some cases, you may prefer to split the plan into several sub-plans to treat different clusters of
metastases.
Steps
1.

De-select several metastases for a plan by deactivating the Treat Metastasis check box
for each one.
Each de-selected object is listed under Untreated Metastases.

2.

Create a plan for the remaining selected metastases.

3.

After exporting this plan, further plans can be created for the remaining metastases by reactivating the Treat Metastasis check box. Be careful to de-select the metastases that
have already been planned.

4.

Use Dose Review for summing the plans.

If metastases are clustered, review the object definitions in each plan carefully and ensure
that the multiple plans are exported correctly.
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How to Select a Protocol and Setup
Steps
Click Select a Clinical Protocol to display a list of available options. You can modify or
create new clinical protocols (e.g., Protocol and Setup) in the Clinical Protocol Editor
(see page 65).
Restart the software to update the changes.

1.

Click on a Protocol and Setup name to select them. Selected names are orange. You
can click on the name to display the list again.
①

2.

NOTE: The Calculate button becomes orange. If optimization was performed and you
change the Protocol or Setup, the optimization of the previous plan becomes invalid.
3.

Machine QA 1 arc ① is for creating QA test plans with a single arc without optimization.
When you select this Setup, the plan intent is set automatically to Machine_QA.

4.

After you select the Protocol and Setup, a fractionation and default prescription are displayed for each metastasis. These must be reviewed and the prescription can be modified
if necessary (see page 35).

How to Calculate a Dose Plan
Step
After you have chosen a Protocol and Setup and are satisfied with each metastasis, select Calculate to construct the dose plan.
NOTE: For details on the dose calculation algorithm, see page 73.
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Reviewing a Treatment Plan

3.2

Reviewing a Treatment Plan

3.2.1

Dose Menu

General Information
Once a dose plan has been calculated, review the dose distribution and isodose lines for each
metastasis. For this, the following view options are available in the Dose menu.
Depending on the geometrical composition of the target volumes and the treatment
planning relevant objects, there are limitations to the realizability of complex dose
distributions. You must review the final plan carefully.
The accuracy of the dose calculation depends on the dose grid resolution. The value used
for the final treatment plan approval must be as low as possible and not higher than 4 mm.
Values of 3 mm or less are recommended for small objects with a diameter of 30 mm or
less.

Dose Menu Settings
The Dose menu provides options for viewing the dose distribution.

Figure 9

38

View Option

Description

Dose Off

Isodose lines are not displayed.

Dose Distribution

Isodose lines are displayed.

Dose Analysis

View any overdose and underdose regions with hot and cold points in
all objects, both metastases and others.
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3.2.2

How to Review Dose Distribution

General Information
When you choose the Dose Distribution view, the planned dose distribution is displayed as
isodose lines and a dose wash. The colors in the dose wash adapt and become more transparent
as you zoom into an image, allowing you to see the underlying structures clearly.
Review the dose distribution for each metastasis.

The dose display must not be the only decision criterion for a treatment plan. Review at
least one other criterion (e.g., the DVHs) and review criteria in multiple layouts.

How to Adjust Isodose Lines
The legend in the bottom right of the view shows which isodose lines are currently being
displayed, as an absolute dose value.
The display shows an isodose line for the prescription and for each critical value defined in the
clinical protocol (see page 66) and a value to be highlighted that you can change.

①

Figure 10
Step
To define a particular isodose line for display, enter its value in the box beside Highlight ①.

How to Highlight a Dose Wash
Step
To highlight the dose wash and the isodose line corresponding to a particular dose value, hover
over that value in the legend.
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3.2.3

Dose Analysis

General Information
The Dose Analysis view enables you to focus on risk areas within your plan. It displays dose
levels within each metastasis and other anatomical objects and highlights underdose and
overdose.

Analyzing Metastases
Metastases are always displayed in green and all other objects in blue.

①

③
②

④

Figure 11
No.

Description

①

Normal tissue dose is shown in orange. An isodose line is shown for the prescription
dose, 50% of the prescribed dose and the definable Highlight value.

②

Dose inside the metastasis between the prescription value and the highlight value defined
in the legend has no color.

③

A labeled point (green) inside the metastasis shows the lowest dose.

④

A labeled point (red) inside the metastasis shows the highest dose.

NOTE: Any dose under the prescription value inside the metastasis is highlighted in green.
NOTE: If the highlight value is greater than the prescription value, any dose inside the PTV that is
over the highlight value is highlighted in pink.
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Analyzing Other Objects
Other (non-metastases) anatomical objects are displayed in blue.

②

①

①

Figure 12
No.

Description

①

A labeled point within each object shows the highest dose.

②

Any dose falling inside an object is highlighted with a blue dose wash. Higher dose levels
have a more opaque color.
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3.2.4

Measure Menu

How to Measure Dose at a Point
Steps

1.

Select Point under the Measure menu.

To measure the dose at a single point within an image, click on a target position within the
image. A point is displayed with information about the image:
• Point Dose: The dose calculated at a specific point, regardless of the pre-calculated
dose grid.
• 3D Volume Dose: The dose at a specific point that is calculated using a pre-calculated
dose grid and interpolation from the surrounding points in the grid. Due to this interpolation, the actual dose value at this point might be slightly higher than the Point Dose.
Therefore, the 3D Volume Dose is faster to calculate, but not as accurate as the Point
Dose. The dose wash display is also interpolated from the pre-calculated dose grid.

2.

NOTE: For MR scans, the point value provided is a gray value. For CT scans, it is in
Hounsfield units.
NOTE: If you measure a point in the Dose Distribution view, the dose information is also
displayed.
3.

To move a point, hover over it with the mouse pointer, hold the left mouse button, and
drag it to its new position.

4.

To remove a single point, right-click on the point. To remove all points, click on the Point
button under Measure to de-select the function.

The dose around the region of interest must be verified using the measurement function.

Only perform patient treatment after the image scaling has been verified.
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How to Measure Distances
Steps

1.

Select Distance.

To measure the distance within a slice, click on two target points in the slice. The distance
between them as well as the point information of the end point is displayed:

2.

To measure the distance between two points on different slices:
• Click on the target point on the first slice.
• Scroll to the target slice using the mouse wheel.
• Click on the second point in the target slice.
This can also be done across different image views.

3.

NOTE: End points are displayed as cross hairs on target slices, and as dots on intermediary slices.
4.

To move a line, hover over it with the mouse pointer, hold the left mouse button, and drag
it to its new position.

5.

To remove all lines, select Distance under Measure to de-select the function.

Coordinates Used
X, Y, Z coordinates are displayed in the DICOM coordinate system.
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3.2.5

Beam’s Eye View

Beam’s Eye View Layout
Open the Beam’s Eye View to review arcs.
Step
Select an arc by clicking on it in the bottom left of the screen ①.

②

③

④

⑤

①

⑩

⑨

⑧

⑦

⑥

Figure 13
No.

44

Component

①

Arcs calculated by the plan. If you select an arc, it is displayed in blue. Arc direction is
indicated by arrows. If an arc follows a path in both directions, a set of arrows is shown in
both directions.

②

Object view: You can select a metastasis, which then becomes brighter in color. The arcs
that irradiate that metastasis are highlighted in the lower left corner ①.

③

When you select an arc, the following information is displayed:
• Table angle
• Gantry angle range
• Collimator angle
• Monitor units (MUs)

④

Objects receiving dose from the currently selected arc and at this angle are displayed
with MLC leaves around them.
• The MLC leaves are highlighted blue if the metastasis is to be irradiated by the current
arc in the current direction.
• The MLC leaves are highlighted orange if the metastasis is to be irradiated by the current arc on the return path.
• The MLC leaves are highlighted green if the metastasis is to be irradiated by the arc in
both directions.
The jaw position is shown as a rectangle around the metastasis. In case a machine does
not have jaws (e.g., Vero), the max blocking device is shown.

⑤

The cross hair marks the isocenter.
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No.

Component

⑥

Gantry and table positions for this arc angle.

⑦

Play plan forwards.

⑧

Current gantry angle. Use the slider to change the angle.

⑨

Play plan in reverse.

⑩

Current patient and linac position.

Always review the arc distribution for each metastasis as displayed in the Beam’s Eye View
layout.
Always correct for setup errors before treatment, especially rotational errors if more than
one lesion shall be treated with one single isocenter.
Larger MLC leaf widths at field borders may lead to non-conformal dose to the target area.
In the Beam’s Eye View layout, carefully examine metastases located around the field
borders in the target area.
The leaf gap for Dynamic Arc treatments is shown in the Beam’s Eye View. Verify leaf
positions before export.
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Dose Volume Histogram (DVH)

3.3

Dose Volume Histogram (DVH)

3.3.1

How to Review the DVH

General Information
A DVH is displayed for each object in the 3D Review layout. The view shows a cumulative
histogram where you can see how much volume receives at least the selected dose.
The layout also provides views to help you identify spots that receive too much or too little dose.
It is strongly recommended to review the calculated dose distributions and DVHs after
modifying the prescription or pressing Calculate.
The DVH representation must not be the only decision criterion for a treatment plan.
Review additional criteria (e.g., the dose distribution display).
Verify the DVH for each metastasis and all other objects.

3D Review
Open the 3D Review layout to display the DVH and other useful review functions.

①

②

③

④

⑤

Figure 14
Component

Description

①

Object view

Enables you to select each metastasis or other object for review.

②

DVH

The DVH for the selected structure.

③

Maximum Intensity Pro- Shows the 3D dose projected onto a 2D plane, highlighting
jection
the highest doses.

No.
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No.

Component

Description

④

Dose Surface

Shows how much of the object’s surface is covered by the
prescription dose. The selected object is the main object of
view and any obstructing objects are transparent.

⑤

Dose Cloud

Displays two dose clouds around the metastases:
• Solid green cloud: 100% prescription dose
• Transparent gray cloud: 50% prescription dose

DVH Display
Step
To display the DVH for a particular object, select the object by clicking on it either in the object
view or the Data menu.

④
①

⑤

②

⑥

③

No.

Description

①

Click on the end of the volume axis and drag to change the Volume scale.

②

Normal Tissue (NT) graph (see below).

③

Click on the end of the dose axis and drag to change the Dose scale.

④

The Min. / Mean / Max. doses, CI (conformity index), GI (gradient index) and the Max.
Dose Rel. are displayed above the DVH.

⑤

Max. Dose Rel. (relative maximum dose): The ratio of the prescription dose/the maximum dose.

⑥

Hover the mouse over a point to see more data. The constraint is marked on each line. If
you hover over the constraint point, a data display including the constraint for this object
and the conformity index (for the PTV only) is shown.

Normal Brain DVH
Steps
1.

Create and review the whole brain object in Anatomical Mapping.

2.

Load the whole brain object into Multiple Brain Mets SRS.
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Dose Volume Histogram (DVH)

Steps
3.

Show the DVH for all objects (if a single object is selected, the information for normal
brain will not appear). The DVH for the normal brain (whole brain - PTVs) is displayed.
Hover over the curve to view the dose and volume information ① for the normal brain.

4.

NOTE: The DVH graphs for the whole brain and normal brain are very similar. You may
need to zoom into the DVH by holding and dragging the ends of the axes towards zero to
separate the two curves. You can also hide other objects in the Selected Data menu.

①

Figure 15

Interpreting the DVH

①
Figure 16
The DVH curve Tissue corresponds to the structure of type Outer Contour in the Objects listed
under Data.
The DVH curve Normal Tissue corresponds to a virtual structure which is composed of the
structure of type Outer Contour minus the structures of all metastases.
If no structure is selected from the Objects list under Data, the DVHs for all structures set to
visible are displayed. Additionally, the DVH curves Tissue and Normal Tissue are shown even if
the structure Outer Contour is not set to visible.
Each metastasis is accompanied by an additional blue line which is called the Normal Tissue (NT)
graph. This curve corresponds to a virtual ring structure around the metastasis and is used for the
CI calculation. Its percentage volume is normalized to the metastasis volume and shown together
with the metastasis volume as NT ①.
NOTE: If there is only one metastasis, the NT graph shows approximately the same information
as the Normal Tissue curve.
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NOTE: The volume displayed in the DVH differs from the object volume displayed in the rest of
the software. This is because the DVH calculation uses a different object resolution.
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3.3.2

DVH Conformity Index

General Information
The conformity index indicates how accurately the volume of the dose distribution matches the
size and shape of the target volume, while taking normal tissue considerations into account.
The inverse Paddick conformity index (CI) and the gradient index (GI) are provided.
Review the conformity index of each metastasis.

Inverse Paddick Conformity Index (CI)
The CI describes the conformity of a treatment. This is roughly the ratio of how much tissue is
irradiated with the prescription dose compared to the tumor volume.
• A value of 1 is the ideal case.
• The larger the value is, the less conformal the treatment is.
See page 73 for more details.

Gradient Index (GI)
The GI describes how quickly the dose drops from the prescription dose to half of the prescription
dose. It is another way of describing the conformity of a treatment. This value focuses on the
intermediate doses instead of the (high) prescription dose.
• A value of 1 is the ideal case.
• The larger the value is, the less conformal the treatment is.
The GI is usually larger than the CI.
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3.4

Reviewing Dose Distribution with Fusion Review

How to Review Dose Distribution with Fusion Review
Open the Fusion Review layout to review the dose distribution on the fused CT and MRI slices.
The CT image set is fixed, however, you can change the MR image set by selecting Data and
choosing from the list under Images.

① ②

⑥
⑤
③ ④

Figure 17
No.

Component

Description

3D View

Select metastases and review properties.

Slice View

Review the dose distribution on the fused axial, sagittal and coronal slices.

⑤

Slider

Toggle between MRI (blue) and CT (orange) or PET (not shown)
transparency.

⑥

Windowing

①
②
③
④

Select Windowing to open a panel that allows you to change the
image set to be used for windowing. The selected image set is
highlighted in orange.
Click on an image slice and drag the mouse pointer to improve the
visibility of structure contrast:
• Drag up/down to increase/decrease the Hounsfield unit/gray value level
• Drag right/left to increase/decrease the Hounsfield unit/gray value window width
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3.5

Completing the Plan Review

Recalculating a Plan
If you decide to adjust a plan, for example by excluding a metastasis (see page 35), you must
recalculate the plan again by selecting Calculate. If you are satisfied with the plan, proceed to
save, print and export (see page 53).
Whenever you change the Treat Metastasis check box, review the object definitions
carefully and re-start the calculation.
You must check the correctness of the plan content (e.g., leaf positions) very carefully after
making any plan adjustments or changing the Treat Metastasis functionality. If you modify
an object used in the existing plan in another Element in the planning workflow (e.g.,
SmartBrush), you must re-start the software. Generally, perform all adjustments to objects
before using them in Dose Planning.

Creating a Second Plan
If you wish to create a second plan for a patient, take special care if the first plan has
already been exported (e.g., to a record & verify system or to an MLC controller). Do not
perform patient treatment using an outdated plan.
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3.6

Saving a Treatment Plan

General Information
Once you are satisfied with your treatment plan select Save. This enables you to:
• Save the plan.
• Create a PDF or printout of your plan.
• Export the plan to DICOM for transfer to a record & verify (R&V) system, to Dose Review and
to ExacTrac.
According to IEC 62083, you must verify that all treatment plan parameters have been approved
before exporting to a third-party system.
In general, Multiple Brain Mets SRS can export data to all major R&V systems. See page 57
for more details.

Safety Notes
If planning information from Multiple Brain Mets SRS (e.g., treatment positions) are directly
exported to and used by any patient positioning system (using either the ExacTrac export
or the DICOM export) then the corresponding treatment plan from Multiple Brain Mets SRS
must also be used for the treatment.
Contours in RT structure sets may be interpreted differently by different systems.
Therefore, an unwanted orientation or alignment, flipping or mirroring of the contours with
respect to the images may occur.
Brainlab stores contours with a very high precision. Due to a limitation in DICOM, the
amount of contour points that are used to reconstruct structures may be reduced before
they are written to the DICOM RT structure set. This may result in unwanted deformation of
the contours. Therefore, carefully verify the correctness of the contours after import to the
third-party system.
All treatment plan reports, including the machine profile and beam data must be approved
by a qualified person before the information they contain is used for radiotherapy
treatment purposes.
Verify the depth equivalence and the tissue entry point in the printout.

Export the final plan to a third-party system (and ExacTrac) directly after creating and
reviewing the printout.
All printed coordinates are only valid with certified positioning systems.

Brainlab recommends using the treatment plan reports to verify all treatment parameters,
including, but not limited to, positions, device angles and dose specifications, directly at
the treatment delivery system.
If a previously exported treatment plan was changed after the initial export, make sure that
all involved treatment devices receive the updated version of the corresponding treatment
plan parameters. This includes but is not limited to R&V systems, patient positioning
systems, etc. Moreover, everyone involved must be informed accordingly (physicist,
physician, therapist, etc.).
If the linac controller on Elekta Agility machines repositions the leaves behind jaws, the
dose algorithms are not able to take this into consideration. The large gaps introduced by
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the linac controller may change the backscatter conditions leading to small dose
inaccuracies of a few percent.

Workflow
Steps

1.

2.

Select Save to proceed to the save and export page.

Review the plan content on the initial preview PDF.
Enter plan details for the final PDF that clearly differentiate between treatment plans:

3.

• Plan Name: Enter a unique and meaningful name.
• Plan Intent: For example, curative or palliative. The available plan intents and the default plan intent can be configured during installation if required.
NOTE: If an acceptance machine profile or HU to ED table is used, the Plan Intent is
restricted to MACHINE_QA, SERVICE or RESEARCH.
• Plan Content: Automatically generated from the plan calculation information.
• Plan Description: Enter a description if required.
If you selected a treatment plan together with the patient data set, you are asked if you
want to replace the selected plan with the updated plan:
• Select Yes to replace (and thereby update) the plan.
• Select No to return to the plan details to save the plan with a new name.

4.

5.

54

Select Save Plan.
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Steps
Review errors and warnings in the PDF.

6.

NOTE: Information about treatment planning errors and warnings are located at the beginning of the PDF. Information about prescription dose, isocenter and machine information are located in the middle of the PDF prior to the approval page.
Select Save PDF or Print PDF to proceed.

7.

8.

9.

Review the treatment plan parameters in the PDF printout. If you are satisfied, proceed to
the next step. If you do not want to export, select Back to return to the software.

Select Export.
If you do not wish to export the plan, select Back.
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Steps
You must select Export Target ①, enter the R&V plan or course ID under Plan ID ② and
check the final check box ③ to confirm the plan was reviewed to export.
NOTE: The Plan ID is for identification on external systems. Therefore, create a meaningful R&V plan or course ID that considers the character limitation (e.g., max. 13 - 15) of the
external system.

10.

①

②
③

11.

Select Export Plan.

Units
All measurements in the PDF are indicated in metric units. If no unit is indicated, the unit is
assumed to be in millimeters.
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3.7

Exporting a Treatment Plan

3.7.1

Export to DICOM

General Information
Multiple Brain Mets SRS exports to DICOM automatically. A dialog is displayed during export.

Figure 18
NOTE: Export to DICOM is only possible after plan optimization has been performed.
NOTE: Multiple Brain Mets SRS might use different calculation algorithms and dose grid sizes
than other third-party systems/Brainlab Elements. Therefore, if you recalculate a treatment plan
created in Multiple Brain Mets SRS in another Brainlab Element or system, the dose distribution
and DVH may vary.

DICOM Conformance
Multiple Brain Mets SRS uses the DICOM 3.0 merge library as the transfer protocol to deliver
information to third-party systems. DICOM facilitates general interoperability between different
vendor systems. DICOM RT (Radiotherapy) as used in Multiple Brain Mets SRS is the most
recent subset of DICOM objects used to handle the transfer of specific digital images and
graphical and non-image data between two or more systems.
For detailed information, refer to the latest DICOM Conformance statements at:
www.brainlab.com/en/DICOM.
The DICOM configuration performed by Brainlab is by no means a guarantee that interoperability
is always correct. Users must verify that their equipment is fully functional and produces accurate
results.
Carefully review structure-shapes imported from or exported to third-party planning
systems. Due to the nature of the DICOM standard, some structures might be modified or
accidentally changed during transfer or because of different interpretations of the DICOM
standard between different TPS vendors.
The shape and volume of the structures may slightly differ from system to system due to
different algorithms representing the contours. Therefore, the structures must be carefully
verified after import on a third-party system.
DICOM, by itself, does not guarantee interoperability. However, the Conformance Statement
facilitates a first-level validation for interoperability between different applications
supporting the same DICOM functionality. The Conformance Statement should be read and
understood by the user in conjunction with the DICOM Standard.
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According to IEC 62266 “Guidelines for implementation of DICOM in radiotherapy”, chapter
11 “Caution to Users”: “[...] purchasers of radiation oncology equipment must verify that
their equipment will actually communicate with other equipment and successfully transfer
information using the DICOM protocols and definitions.”

Third-Party DICOM Interfaces
Due to the diversity of the DICOM standard it is possible that certain plans created by thirdparty treatment planning software cannot be loaded entirely.
Verify all data imported by the Brainlab application for completeness and correctness as
different interpretations of the DICOM standard may lead to different implementations of
data representation conveyed by the DICOM protocol.
As the DICOM standard does not provide a means to verify whether the integrity of a
DICOM file was compromised before import into the Brainlab system, the user is advised to
utilize DICOM transfer via network only. This ensures that the data cannot easily be
manipulated during data exchange. If DICOM data is written as files to any storage media, it
is recommended to treat this information with the same care as written or printed patient
records of any kind in order to avoid any manipulation.

Safety Notes
As the DICOM export can be configured to not automatically clean the export directory
upon every single export, there is a risk of mixing up different versions of treatment plans.
Thus, you must take special care if there are several DICOM RT plans in the export subdirectories.
By reducing contours (respectively the amount of contour points), small contours may be
deformed on a greater scale than larger objects or may even disappear completely.
Therefore, carefully verify the correctness of the contours after import to the third-party
system.

Export Platform Files
Depending on the intended subsequent use of the exported DICOM data in your clinic, various
export platform files are predefined according to your requirements by your Brainlab support
specialist.
• The options available to you during export will vary slightly depending on the settings
configured in the export platform file selected for the current archive.
• For safety reasons, the export platform files for treatment plans can only be edited by Brainlab
support.
• Using the default export platform can result in incorrect treatment.
• If the support engineer changes the Dose Export mode from Plan to Beam, be aware that the
software may run out of memory if a large number of beams with large dose volumes are
defined.
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3.7.2

Export to ExacTrac

General Information
Multiple Brain Mets SRS automatically exports the treatment plan to the ExacTrac patient
positioning system following DICOM export.
If a separate export platform file is configured, you must ensure that the export to ExacTrac and
the R&V system is performed simultaneously.

Import and Export Restrictions
Only data sets with a maximum scan length of 1000 mm and less than 400 slices can be imported
and exported.

Safety Notes
Always verify that the correct final treatment plan for the patient in question was exported
to ExacTrac by checking the patient ID, isocenter name and export time. The relevant plan
must also always be approved before export.
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3.7.3

Export to Dose Review

General Information
The system can perform an automatic export to Dose Review. Brainlab support configures this if
you purchased this software. Multiple Brain Mets SRS exports the plan automatically to the
location where this software accesses it.
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4

TREATMENT DELIVERY

4.1

Warnings

Safety Notes
Using a treatment delivery system with extreme parameters (e.g., high dose rate, low MU
per beam or high leaf speed) may result in inaccurate delivery of the planned treatment
dose. It is the physicist’s responsibility to ensure correct delivery of the planned treatment
dose to the patient. This includes responsibility for the choice of appropriate treatment
parameters.
If one or more components of the treatment delivery system have been modified,
exchanged or recalibrated, you must perform a revalidation of the treatment planning
system in combination with the treatment delivery system in accordance with your quality
assurance procedures.
To ensure consistency if several planning systems are used, all final positioning and
treatment parameters must be provided by the same treatment planning system. For
example, if information from Multiple Brain Mets SRS is used directly for patient
positioning then the corresponding treatment plan must also come from Multiple Brain
Mets SRS and the treatment plan must not be modified with any other treatment planning
system.
Review all metastases prior to treatment.

You must complete system acceptance, verification and validation of the treatment
planning system including the beam profiles before starting patient treatment.
Prior to treatment, it is your responsibility to verify from inside the treatment room that the
selected table top is the same as the table top used during treatment planning.
Prior to treatment, it is your responsibility to verify from inside the treatment room that the
selected gantry and table angles can be used to perform the treatment without resulting in
injury to patients or damage to equipment such as the treatment delivery system.
The collision warning in the Multiple Brain Mets SRS software warns about possible
collisions between the linac gantry and the treatment table. It is not intended to be an exact
collision prediction tool. Depending on the treatment setup and/or the patient’s anatomy,
collisions might occur even though there is no warning message. It is your responsibility
to verify prior to treatment that treatment is possible without collisions.
It is your responsibility to make sure that the machine configurations (including but not
limited to jaw settings) are synchronized between the different configuration locations
(e.g., treatment planning system, R&V system and treatment delivery system) at any time.
A mismatch in the machine configuration used for planning and the one used for treatment
can lead to unintended treatment delivery or a disruption in the clinical workflow.
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CW (clockwise)/CCW (counter clockwise) treatments: The gantry rotation direction could
be mixed up at different phases in the planning process (e.g., the MLC shapes become
mirrored due to flipped gantry rotation, or the printout does not explicitly state the selected
rotation direction). Verify before treatment that the correct gantry rotation direction was
imported into your R&V system and is displayed on the Linac console.
Brainlab provides up-to-date beam measurement instructions. Ensure the latest
measurement instructions are used during beam data acquisition and the dose algorithm is
properly configured and calibrated. Regularly check the configuration and calibration
using phantom measurements. For more information, contact your Brainlab support
specialist.
The machine profiles provided by Brainlab and installed during installation or acceptance
are for test purposes only and are not suitable for clinical use.
It is not the intended use of the system to treat a plan with primary jaws blocking the MLC
aperture.
You are fully responsible for verifying the correctness of the data returned by Brainlab and
for verifying the correctness of any feedback or recommendations provided by Brainlab.
You must validate the safety and effectiveness of the data returned by Brainlab before
performing any patient treatment.

Quality Assurance
It is your responsibility to establish a comprehensive quality assurance program suitable
for detecting errors, limitations or inaccuracies of the treatment planning and treatment
delivery systems. For more details please consult the quality assurance chapter in the
Technical Reference Guide, Brainlab Physics.
Pencil Beam dose calculation for arc treatments is performed on a discrete gantry angle
grid using a finite arc step size (in degrees). Therefore, the calculated dose may be
inaccurate. It is highly recommended to perform a phantom verification for every arc
treatment plan.
Measure the absolute accuracy of the Multiple Brain Mets SRS system in combination with
the treatment delivery systems using phantoms. The measured accuracy must be taken
into account when configuring plan parameters in order to ensure accurate treatment
delivery.
Ensure proper delivery of the treatment plan to the patient. It is strongly recommended to
perform a phantom verification for every treatment plan using exactly the same parameter
settings that will be used for the real patient during actual treatment.
Cross-check all treatment parameters prior to treatment.

For every patient treatment plan, the user must verify that the linac configuration planned
was correctly transferred and applied at the linac. This includes, but is not limited to, the
flattening filter mode and accessory configurations.
Stereotactic treatments, such as stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), incorporate very high
dose rates and doses per fraction and are typically planned with reduced target volume
margins. Therefore, you must use additional safety precautions during treatment planning,
plan transfer and treatment delivery. It is highly recommended to perform additional quality
assurance before each stereotactic patient treatment.
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It is recommended to verify and confirm the patient setup with an appropriate position
verification method before treatment. Sample plans may be generated using phantoms to
test the accuracy of the actual patient setup method.
Ensure that the Multiple Brain Mets SRS treatment planning system is correctly configured
and that the configuration reflects the parameters of the treatment delivery systems. These
parameters include, but are not limited to the linac scale convention, mechanical limits or
dosimetric parameters such as linac energy or fluence modes like SRS and FFF
(Flattening-Filter-Free).
Always make sure that the treatment delivery systems used for treating a patient are the
same as intended during the planning process, i.e., the selected machine profile
corresponds to the treatment machine.
Compare all treatment parameters exported to the R&V system with the printout from
Multiple Brain Mets SRS.
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5

CLINICAL PROTOCOL
EDITOR

5.1

Configuring the Clinical Protocol Editor

General Information
The Clinical Protocol Editor allows you to define several variables used in a plan calculation.
You can create your own clinical Protocol and Setup on your local drive.
Changes to the Clinical Protocol Editor templates are valid only once the software is
restarted.

How to Modify the Clinical Protocol Editor Templates

①

②

Steps
1.

To access a set of default templates, go to: %BRAINLAB_PATH%/Common/RT/ClinicalProtocols/Multiple Brain Mets SRS.

2.

Copy one of the provided Protocol or Setup files to save a new version.
NOTE: Do not delete the latest sample files provided by Brainlab.

3.

Open a Protocol or Setup template (see below for more information).

4.

Double click on a parameter to edit a value. A pop-up window opens ①.
Read the description ② for helpful editing information.
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Steps
5.

Configure the variables in the following tables.

6.

Save the file under a new name.

Clinical Protocol Editor Functions
Options

Description
File has not been modified.
File has been modified.
The file is read only (cannot be edited).
The value is invalid.
View more options.
Add variables (if applicable).
Delete variables (if applicable).

Open a new clinical protocol or reload the current file.
As soon as you make changes, the save button changes from gray to colored ③.
You can change the file name to create a new template.
There is no limit to the number of clinical protocol templates that can be created.

Close the current clinical protocol file.

Change the viewing mode for the current clinical protocol file. You will need to
save the current clinical protocol template and provide a password to change between the default and advanced mode.

View a history of the changes to the current clinical protocol template.

Expands all selected items simultaneously.

Exit Clinical Protocol Editor.

Protocol Template
NOTE: Editing the Protocol templates is password protected.
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Variable

Description

Protocol
Type

Defines the type of protocol.
NOTE: The type is fixed and cannot be changed.

Name

Defines the protocol name.
NOTE: This is visible in the Multiple Brain Mets SRS software. Create a
meaningful name that is not contradictory to other values in the template.

Purpose

Defines the purpose of the protocol.
Demo: Protocol is provided for demo purposes only. Not for clinical use.
Clinical Use: Protocol is suitable for clinical use.

Prescription
Fractions

Enter the number of fractions for treatment.

Prescription Volume (%)

Enter the minimum percentage of a tumor volume that should be covered
by dose during treatment. This value must be between 90 - 100%.
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Variable

Description
The Dose Linear Interpolated setting indicates whether to interpolate the
dose prescription pairs (see Prescription Ranges below) for intermediate
metastasis sizes on a straight line between the three values (True) or to
use the next largest value pair (False).
• For Dose Linear Interpolated = True, an upper size limit is mandatory
(Not Set is not allowed).
For example, if a metastasis has a volume of 10 cm3 and the three dose/
metastasis size pairs are pre-defined as:
• 24 Gy/4.2 cm3
• 18 Gy/14.2 cm3
• 15 Gy/18.4 cm3,
then the dose = 20.5 Gy.
25

20
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10

5

0

Dose Linear Interpolated

0

5

10

15

20

• For Dose Linear Interpolated = False, an upper size limit is not allowed (use Not Set).
For example, if a metastasis has a volume of 10 cm3 and the three dose/
metastasis size pairs are pre-defined as:
• 24 Gy/4.2 cm3
• 18 Gy/14.2 cm3
• 15 Gy/Not Set,
then the dose (18 Gy) corresponding to the next largest volume (14.2
cm3) is used.
25
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X
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0
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NOTE: x-axis = Dose (Gy), y-axis = Volume (cm3)
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Variable

Description
Choose whether the upper limit for the prescription ranges should be defined as either tumor volume or tumor size.

Type of Upper LimVolume (cm3): The volume of the tumor is taken into account.
it
Size (mm): The size of the tumor is taken into account. Size is the largest
diameter of the object.
Prescription Ranges (Value List)
Prescription Range

A pair of values that provide the dose prescription. Each value provides a
dose prescribed for a tumor size or volume.

Upper Limit (either
mm or cm3)

The prescription pairs in Prescription Range provide three dose/tumor
volume prescriptions. The Upper Limit setting specifies the upper limit of
tumor size for which the prescription dose parameter of this entry is relevant.
For tumor sizes between the upper limits of the two entries: Either interpolate or use the lower of the two doses (depending on Dose Linear Interpolated).
For tumor sizes smaller than the upper limit of the first entry: Use the
dose of the first entry. For tumor sizes greater than the upper limit of the
last entry, use the dose of the last entry.
This value must be between 0.1 - 9999.
Not Set: Unlimited upper limit for the prescribed dose.
NOTE: The units are set under Type of Upper Limit.

Prescription Dose
(Gy)

Enter the dose value in Gy prescribed to a tumor. This value must be between 1.0 - 99.9 Gy.

Dose Display
Highlight Dose
(Gy)

Enter the default value in Gy for the free highlight field in the Dose Display function. This value must be between 1.0 - 99.9 Gy.

Show Half Prescription

Choose to enable or disable the half prescription value in the Dose Display function (only for metastases and normal tissue).
True: Enable the half prescription value.
False: Disable the half prescription value (default).

Show Maximum
Limit

Choose to enable or disable the maximum dose limit display in the Dose
Display function.
True: Enable the maximum dose limit.
False: Disable the maximum dose limit.
NOTE: This value is set under Maximum Limit (%).

Maximum Limit (%)

Enter the relative maximum dose limit (%) to display in the Dose Display
function. This value must be between 100 - 150%.

Dose Lines (Value List)

Dose Line 1...

You can define a maximum of three critical dose lines in the Dose Display function according to your needs. These apply to objects, Metastases and Others.
Maximum: 3 values.

Dose (Gy)

Enter the dose (Gy) for each dose line. This value must be between 1.0 99.9 Gy.

Optimization Parameters

Minimum Number
of Table Angles

Enter the minimum number of table angles that are guaranteed to remain
in the optimized treatment plan. This value must be between 1 - 99.
NOTE: The optimization will not add additional table angles to the arc
planes defined in the setup protocol.
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Variable

Description

Minimum Collimator Rotation (°)

Enter the minimum collimator rotation (°) of all arcs. The collimator of all
arcs is rotated by at least this amount. This can be a positive or negative
rotation. The collimator is automatically rotated even further if possible.
This value must be a whole number between 0 - 25° (non-negative). Noninteger values are rounded down.

Setup Template
The parameters for the Setup templates depend on the machine.
NOTE: Editing the Setup templates is password protected.
NOTE: It is recommended to define no more than five arcs.
Variable

Description

Setup
Type

Defines the type of setup.
NOTE: The type is fixed and cannot be changed.

Name

Defines the setup name.
NOTE: This is visible in the Multiple Brain Mets SRS software. Create a meaningful name that is not contradictory to
other values in the template.

Purpose

Defines the purpose of the setup.
Demo: Setup is provided for demo purposes only. Not for
clinical use.
Clinical Use: Setup is suitable for clinical use.

Arc Plane Definitions (Value List)

Arc Plane

Defines the numerically lower and upper gantry angles for
the gantry movement of one arc candidate (°).
Each entry of this type sets one arc candidate that can be
used for treatment. There must be at least two entries of this
type.
The optimization can choose not to use all of the arc candidates if not necessary for a good treatment.
The arc candidates defined by these entries are used if the
isocenter is placed in the right side of the brain hemisphere.
If the isocenter is placed in the left side of the hemisphere,
the arc candidates are mirrored accordingly (Table Angle
becomes Table Angle, Gantry Lower Angle becomes
Gantry Upper Angle, and Gantry Upper Angle becomes
Gantry Lower Angle. The right and left hemispheres are
defined based on the center of the crop box and, if this is
not available, on the center of mass of the outer contour.
For definitions of angles see below.
NOTE: Create your template as if the isocenter is on the
right side of the brain hemisphere.
A template is symmetric if its Arc Plane Definitions are
mirror symmetric with respect to the central sagittal plane.
NOTE: If you do not use an asymmetric set of arc candidates, the mirroring will not affect your plans.
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Variable

Description

Table Angle (°)

Enter the table angle (°) of one arc candidate. The value
must be a whole number between 0 - 360°.
The table angle must be given in IEC 61217 coordinates.
NOTE: Table angles between 90° and 270° are not possible.

Gantry Lower Angle (°)

Enter the numerically lower gantry angle for the gantry
movement of one arc candidate (°). The value must be a
whole number between -360 - 360°.
The value for the Gantry Lower Angle must be less than
the value for Gantry Upper Angle in all cases.
The Gantry Lower Angle must be given in IEC 61217 coordinates.

Gantry Upper Angle (°)

Enter the numerically upper gantry angle for the gantry
movement of one arc candidate (°). The value must be a
whole number between -360 - 360°.
The value for Gantry Upper Angle must be higher than the
value for Gantry Lower Angle in all cases.
The Gantry Upper Angle must be given in IEC 61217 coordinates.

Further Information on Gantry Lower Angle and Gantry Upper Angle
General information:
The software places an arc candidate in the range [Gantry Lower Angle;Gantry Upper Angle].
This means the arc is defined in a clockwise (CW) manner. For the actual treatment, the software picks the gantry rotation direction automatically, often using both clockwise and counterclockwise (CCW) movements.
The arc length should be equal to or greater than 20°, otherwise a valid treatment plan cannot
be created. Additionally, if the arc length is not divisible by 10°, the given angles are adjusted
accordingly.
Rules for creating arcs:
• 0° = 360°
• Direction is always CW
• Gantry Lower Angle must be less than Gantry Upper Angle. If lower is higher than upper,
use negative values ①.

①

②

0=360

-90

-270

-175

-185

-180

0=360

270

90

185

175

180

Images show the beams from the top:
• Table: 0° to 180°, gantry: 180° to 360°
• Table: 180° to 360°, gantry 0° to 180°
Examples:
a) [5;175]: arc of length 170°, movement from 5° to 175° CW, or from 175° to 5° CCW.
b) [-175;175]: arc of length 350°, movement from -175° (= 185°) to 175° CW, or from 175° to
-175° (=185°) CCW.
c) [95;185]: arc of length 90°, movement from 95° to 185° CW, or from 185° to 95° CCW.
The optimization may shorten the arc span, i.e., modify Gantry Lower Angle and/or Gantry Upper Angle, if this improves the treatment quality. However, it does not lengthen the arc span.
It is not recommended to use arc lengths smaller than 90°.
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Variable

Description

Table collision errors and warnings:
Ensure that your selected table and gantry angles do not produce table collisions.
It is your responsibility to verify prior to treatment that treatment is
possible without collisions.
The software displays errors and warnings for these regions in the IEC 61217 coordinate system
and standard linacs (e.g., not VERO):
• Collision error: Table [35, 90], gantry [70, 165] and table [270, 325], gantry [195, 290]
• Collision warning: Table [5, 90], gantry [70, 165] and table [270, 355], gantry [195, 290]
Sample template for a Varian TrueBeam linac (in IEC 61217):

• Table: 0°, Gantry Lower Angle: 190°, Gantry Upper Angle: 350°
• Table: 80°, Gantry Lower Angle: 190°, Gantry Upper Angle: 350°
• Table: 40°, Gantry Lower Angle: 190°, Gantry Upper Angle: 350°
• Table: 340°, Gantry Lower Angle: 10°, Gantry Upper Angle: 170°
• Table: 300°, Gantry Lower Angle: 10°, Gantry Upper Angle: 170°
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6

HOW THE OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM WORKS

6.1

Introduction

Terms
In the following, the metastases selected for treatment plan generation are called PTVs.

Setting Up the Plan
Up to 15 PTVs can be treated simultaneously. Contoured objects smaller than 0.01 cm3 are
automatically removed. This includes small parts of PTVs if they consist of several separate,
disconnected volumes.
The dose prescription is predefined as the dose applied to 99.5% of the PTV volume. This
prescription is guaranteed by the optimization algorithm. See page 66 for information on how to
change this value.
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6.2

Main Steps of the Optimization Algorithm

Setting Up the Arcs and MLC Shapes
Multiple Brain Mets SRS uses a pre-configured set of dynamic conformal arcs to treat the PTVs.
The table angles are predefined in the setup template file. The algorithm starts by considering the
maximum number of table positions defined in the setup and two independent arcs per table
position. By default, the table positions are defined so that the arcs are equally distributed and
opposing arcs are avoided.
Depending on which hemisphere of the head the isocenter is located in, the arcs are mirrored
about the sagittal plane. The start and stop angles of the arc are set to default values and
modified during optimization. The MLC leaf positions are shaped to the PTVs conformally, with an
additional margin of up to 1 mm in addition to any margin that may have been defined in the
template, for all fields of each arc. The isocenter position is determined as the average position of
the centers of mass of each PTV.
If the MLC consists of fine and large leaves and the PTVs are distant from each other, it is likely
that the MLC shapes of some PTVs consist at least partly of large leaves. In such cases,
conformity can be better if the PTVs are clustered and several isocenter positions are defined.

Assigning the PTVs to the Arcs for Treatment
To prevent irradiation of normal tissue caused by radiation leakage between MLC leaves, not all
PTVs can be treated by a single arc at the same time. If two PTVs share a leaf pair, the software
checks the surrounding normal tissue at defined control points to determine if the two PTVs can
be treated by the same arc. One of the following occurs for each control point:
• The distance in the X direction between the 2 PTVs is determined to be within a certain
tolerance (e.g., if the planning shape pixels corresponding to the PTVs are close enough to
each other). In this case, the PTVs will be irradiated by a single arc because the leaf sequencer
cannot distinguish between the PTVs.
• The distance in the X direction is determined to be greater than a certain tolerance. In this
case, the software assigns the two PTVs to different arcs at the same couch angle.
In the algorithm, this choice is based on the principle that as many PTVs as possible should be
treated by each arc. The choices are made so that the monitor units applied by all arcs are
minimized. Additionally, the collimator is rotated to smear out the over-dosage caused by the
radiation leakage between MLC leaves. This rotation is limited because all PTVs treated by an arc
still have to fit into the smaller, effective MLC field.

Optimizing the Arc Weights
Now that the PTVs treated by each arc have been determined, the weights of the arcs are
optimized to give the best conformity. This is measured by the conformity index (CI). A CI is
measured for each PTV.
As the dose prescriptions to the PTVs are enforced during optimization, the CI is given by the
volume of normal tissue around the PTV receiving more than the prescribed dose as a fraction of
the volume of the PTV. Hence, if two PTVs have the same number of treated normal tissue
voxels, the larger PTV of the two has a smaller CI. An offset of 1 is added to the calculated CI, so
that if perfect conformity is achieved, the CI equals 1. According to this definition, which is only
used during the optimization, the CI is always equal to or larger than 1. During optimization, the
region of normal tissue where the voxels are assessed is limited to a margin of 5 mm around the
PTV.
In addition to optimizing the arc weights, several other approaches are taken to improve the CIs.
For example, small margins are added or subtracted from the PTVs with suboptimal CIs.

After Optimization
As a final step, all arcs with less than the minimum deliverable monitor units are removed. Arcs
with more than the maximum deliverable monitor units are split into as many arcs as necessary.
For the final determination of the CIs, the margin of normal tissue around the PTV is increased to
15 mm to get a more precise value. They are calculated as the inverse Paddick conformity index:
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where PIV is the volume encompassed by the prescription isodose and TV is the target volume,
i.e., the volume of the PTV. These CIs are shown to the user in the GUI.
Further information on conformity indices is provided in the following publication:
• Paddick, A simple scoring ratio to index the conformity of radiosurgical treatment plans. J
Neurosurg. 93 Suppl 3:219-22, 2000

Arc Clipping
During optimization, arcs may be clipped at the end for some metastases. In this case, the MLC
shapes are closed for the clipped control points. However, the control points themselves are not
removed. Consequently, the arc still has the same gantry start and stop angles. Note that certain
values reported in the printout such as average equivalent field size might be biased to lower
values.
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Main Steps of the Optimization Algorithm
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XBRAIN DATA

7.1

How to use xBrain Converted Data

General Information
To load data created in iPlan RT Image and iPlan RT Dose, first convert the data to the DICOM
Raw format through the xBrainConverter. DICOM treatment plans from other third-party
treatment planning systems must be first converted into the xbrain format using PatXfer RT. This
data should only be used for commissioning and plan comparisons and not for creating clinical
treatment plans. Export is not possible.
NOTE: The same input requirements apply as for the pre-planning Elements.
NOTE: Brain Metastases 1.0 should not be used with xBrain converted data.

xBrainConverter Restrictions
The following restriction apply to xBrain converted data:
• External outer contours imported from xBrainConverter cannot be cropped. Adjusting the
table top in Multiple Brain Mets SRS has no effect on the outer contour.
• xBrainConverter does not convert or load any dose or plan information or isocenters (e.g.,
beams, arcs).
• xBrainConverter does not convert any data if the CT is localized.

xBrainConverter Workflow for Plan Comparison
Steps
1.

Copy the xbrain data to a designated location for browsing with Patient Selection (refer
to the Content Manager/Patient Selection Software User Guide).
The xbrain content will be detected and conversion will be performed automatically.

2.

Select the converted data.
The converted content must fulfill the pre-planning requirements. If not, you can correct
the content within the xbrain applications or in some cases, using the pre-planning Elements.

3.

Start Multiple Brain Mets SRS and re-create the treatment plan.

4.

Select RT QA Recalculation to recalculate and export the plan.
NOTE: The plan intent will be restricted as the treatment plan is not for clinical use.

5.

Load the exported plan into Dose Review for plan comparison (e.g., with the original plan
created in iPlan RT Dose).

Refer to the iPlan RT Image, iPlan RT Dose and PatXfer RT Clinical User Guides.
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xBrainConverter Workflow for Commissioning
Steps
1.

Copy the xbrain data to a designated location for browsing with Patient Selection (refer
to the Content Manager/Patient Selection Software User Guide).
The xbrain content will be detected and conversion will be performed automatically.

2.

Select the converted data.
The converted content must fulfill the pre-planning requirements. If not, you can correct
the content within the xbrain applications or in some cases, using the pre-planning Elements.

3.

Start Multiple Brain Mets SRS and re-create the treatment plan.

4.

Select Patient Specific QA to map the Multiple Brain Mets SRS plan on a phantom for
commissioning purposes.

5.

Export the plan for phantom irradiation.

Refer to the RT QA Software User Guide.

Restricted Plan Intent
As soon as xBrain converted data is loaded, the Plan Intent is automatically set to Research.
The Export function is disabled and therefore clinical treatment is not possible. Imported xBrain
converted data is for commissioning and comparing treatment plans created in Multiple Brain
Mets SRS with plans created by iPlan RT or other third-party treatment planning systems.

Object Definitions
Multiple Brain Mets SRS only recognizes the following objects for irradiation:
• iPlan RT Image: Under Object Creation, only Structure = Tumor (not PTV, GTV or CTV, etc)
is recognized. If Structure is set to PTV in iPlan RT Image, the Elements assign this object as
Type = PTV and Role = Undefined. Objects of Type = PTV are placed under Others and are
not recognized as candidates for treatment even if the objects were previously treated in iPlan
RT. You can redefine these objects in SmartBrush prior to starting Multiple Brain Mets SRS.
• iPlan RT Dose: Under Object Creation, only Structure = Tumor (not PTV, GTV or CTV, etc)
is recognized. If Structure is set to PTV in iPlan RT Dose, the Elements assign this object as
Type = PTV and Role = Undefined. Objects of Type = PTV are placed under Others and are
not recognized as candidates for treatment even if the objects were previously treated in iPlan
RT. You can redefine these objects in SmartBrush prior to starting Multiple Brain Mets SRS
NOTE: Multiple Brain Mets SRS cannot interpret object definitions (e.g., Boost, PTV, Other)
created in Prescription. Only definitions created in Object Creation are recognized.
NOTE: When converting plans via PatXfer RT: Carefully review the objects and object
definitions (Type and Role) within the RT Planning Elements after conversion.

RT QA
Export is activated within the RT QA Element.
NOTE: The plan intents are restricted upon export to avoid clinical treatment.
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SOFTWARE
REVALIDATION

8.1

Workflow

General Information
This is the recommended system revalidation test following minor changes to your system,
including:
• Operating system hotfixes
• Installation of virus scanners
• Third-party software installation
For major operating system changes (new OS, new SP, etc.) contact Brainlab support.

How to Perform Software Revalidation
At least one test DICOM patient should be available for this procedure.
Steps
1.

Start Multiple Brain Mets SRS and check if one or more data sets are available.

2.

Load a data set in Patient Selection.

3.

Check if you can select a machine profile from the drop-down list.

4.

Check if you can select an HU to ED conversion table.

5.

Change the table top selection and check if the table top is updated in the views.

6.

Enable the adjust function. Select and drag the table top and check that you can move
the table top.

7.

Enable the crop function. Select and drag various corners of the crop box and check that
the crop box changes accordingly.

8.

Select the treatment orientation check box and check that the Next button is enabled.

9.

Select Next and check if the table top page switches to the second preparation page.

10.

Select Next and check if the table top page switches to the tissue model page.

11.

Review the Outer Contour and proceed to the application.

12.

Select a Protocol and Setup and check if the Calculate button is enabled.

13.

Change the Treat Metastasis check box for a metastasis.

14.

Change the pre-defined dose for a metastasis.

15.

Select Calculate and check if the calculation finishes successfully. Check if the isodose
lines and a dose legend are displayed.

16.

Enter the Beam’s Eye View and select a metastasis in the upper left view. Check if the
arcs are highlighted in the lower left view.
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17.

Select different arcs and check if the correct view displays the corresponding arc.

18.

Move the gantry angle slider and check if the gantry angle changes accordingly.

19.

Press the play button and check if the gantry moves in the corresponding direction.

20.

Press the pause button and check if the animation stops.

21.

Enter the 3D Review and select different objects. Check if the DVH view displays the
DVH graph of the selected object.

22.

Clear the selection by clicking the selected object again. Check if the DVH view displays
the DVH graphs of all objects.

23.

Check if the Maximum Intensity Projection, Dose Surface and Dose Cloud views are
displayed.

24.

Open Fusion Review and check if the windowing and blending tool works.

25.

Check in Fusion Review if you can select metastases in the 3D view and review the fusion around the objects.

26.

Select Save and check if the saving page appears.

27.

Check if the print dialog displays a PDF printout.

28.

Save the plan and check that the PDF can be saved and printed.

29.

Select Export and check if the export page appears.

30.

Enter an R&V plan ID and select only Dose Review Platform check box. Select the check
box indicating that the plan was reviewed and is authorized for delivery.

31.

Select Export and check if the export starts.

32.

Check if the DICOM export is successful.

33.

Select OK and check if the export dialog closes.

34.

Import the DICOM export into Dose Review and check if the import finished successfully.
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9.1

Types of Messages

Warning and Error Messages in Popup Dialogs
• There are unsaved changes
• Do you want to save?
• This data must be used just for commissioning and plan comparisons. It must not be used for
creating clinical treatment plans. Export is not possible.
• The export has failed.
• Check the logfile for details.
• The pre-planning status of the loaded dose plan has been changed. The plan will be adapted to
the changes.
• An external outer contour has been detected. ${applicationName} will not create an outer
contour. The external one will be used for dose calculations.
• The crop box exceeds the range of the planning CT in superior or inferior direction. Parts of the
table top that are outside of this range in this direction will be ignored during dose calculation.
• Plan has not been saved yet.
• Exit without Saving?
• Discard Plan
• Do you want to replace the current plan?
• Replace plan?
• A plan with name "${planName}" already exists and cannot be overwritten.\nSelect a different
name and try again.
• Plan already exists.
• There were changes outside the dose planning application. ${ApplicationName} needs to be
restarted.
• No Metastases are selected for treatment. Review for each Metastasis the Treat Metastasis
checkbox selection.
• Too many Metastases are selected for treatment. The maximum number of Metastases
supported is ${MaxNumberMetsSelected}. Consider dividing your plan into different sub-plans.
• You selected a clinical protocol for Machine QA only. The calculated plan will not be optimized.

Messages in the Printout (Traffic Lights)
Type

Text

Error

The gantry rotation range is not valid. Treatment is not possible. Verify the arc
start and stop angles.

Error

Danger of table collision. Please verify.

Error

The time to deliver the desired dose (${timeSecActual} s) exceeds the machine
limit (${timeSecMax} s). Please verify.

Error

The MU (${ActualMU} MU) value of one of this beam's/arc's export portions is
above the allowed MU (${MaxMU} MU) configured for the machine. Contact
Brainlab support.
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Type

Text

Error

The clinical protocol has unsupported version $version.

Error

Gantry lower angle $gantryLowerAngle° of Arc Plane $nameOfArc is greater
than gantry upper angle $gantryUpperAngle°.

Error

Table angle $tableAngle° of Arc Plane $nameOfArc is incompatible with selected
machine profile.

Error

Gantry angles $gantryLowerAngle° - $gantryUpperAngle° of Arc Plane $nameOfArc are incompatible with selected machine profile.

Error

Collimator angle $collimatorAngle° of Arc Plane $nameOfArc is incompatible
with selected machine profile.

Error

Gantry angles $gantryLowerAngle° - $gantryUpperAngle° of Arc Plane $nameOfArc do not have the required minimal arc span of $minimalArcSpan°.

Error

The isocenter coordinate is not inside the patient's tissue.

Error

The Minimum Arc Weight to Remove is greater than the Minimum Arc Weight to
Fix.

Error

Duplicate arc plane definitions for the table angle(s) '$tableAngles'.

Error

Coplanar arc plane definitions for the table angle(s) '$tableAngles'.

Error

Range of valid collimator angles does not cover the interval of size 2 * $maxCollimatorAngle degrees centered at the standard collimator angle $stdCollimatorAngle degrees.

Error

Upper limit is missing at prescription point '$point'.

Error

Upper limit is not allowed at prescription point '$point'.

Error

Upper limit is not increasing at prescription point '$point'.

Warning

Less than 3 arc control points are defined. Treatment may result in a controller
error. Verify the arc start and stop angles.

Warning

Risk of table collision. Please verify.

Warning

For a considerable number of fields of the arc:

Warning

The minimum field extension is smaller than four times the ${GridRes}. Accuracy
of dose calculations may be limited.

Warning

For at least one closed leaf pair the leaf gap is not covered by the jaws. Please
check your plan carefully!

Warning

The minimum field extension is smaller than four times the dose grid resolution.
Accuracy of dose calculations may be limited.

Warning

The arc defined by start and stop angles is ambiguous. Please verify that the desired sector is treated.

Warning

The number of portions into which this element is split exceeds 10. Please verify.

Warning

The plan intent is set to '${PlanIntentValue}'.

Warning

The selected Hounsfield Unit to Electron Density conversion table is for acceptance only and must not be used for any patient treatment.

Warning

The selected Hounsfield Unit to Electron Density conversion table is not approved and must not be used for any patient treatment.

Warning

This data must be used just for commissioning and plan comparisons.
It must not be used for creating clinical treatment plans. Export is not possible.

Warning

The active clinical protocol is for Machine QA only. Not for clinical use.

Warning

The active clinical protocol is provided for demo purposes only. Not for clinical
use.

Warning

The active clinical protocol is provided for Machine QA demo purposes only. Not
for clinical use.
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Type

Text

Warning

The machine profile was not validated by Brainlab. Treatment is not possible.

Warning

The active machine profile loaded from the current plan is not contained in the list of installed machine profiles. The profile may be outdated or from an external source; please verify.

Warning

The active machine profile is not approved.

Warning

The active machine profile and its beam data are not approved.

Warning

The beam data of the active machine profile is not approved.

Warning

The active machine profile is for acceptance only and must not be used for patient treatment.

Warning

The jaws are overlapping the MLC field. Please verify.

Warning

For a considerable number of fields of the arc, the equivalent field size is outside
the range of measured field sizes:\n

Warning

- it is smaller than the depth dose field size range

Warning

- it is larger than the depth dose field size range

Warning

- it is smaller than the scatter jaw-field size range

Warning

- it is larger than the scatter jaw-field size range

Warning

- it is smaller than the scatter MLC-field size range

Warning

- it is larger than the scatter MLC-field size range

Warning

There is no Organ-at-Risk (OAR) handling in the software. The Multiple Brain
Mets SRS element does not consider OARs.

Info

For at least one closed leaf pair the planned leaf gap is within a 2 mm range of
the jaw edge and might not be covered by the jaws during delivery. Please check
your plan carefully!

Info

The element is split into ${NumPortions} portions because the MU value (${ActualMU} MU) is larger than the maximum allowed MU (${MaxMU} MU).

Info

Some values of the selected Hounsfield Unit to Electron Density conversion table are outside plausible ranges.

Info

Application is in Research Mode. Export is not possible.

Info

This treatment plan has image sets containing Standardized Uptake Values
(SUV).\nThe displayed SUV can vary depending on the manufacturer of the PET
scanner. Always compare the displayed values with the SUV obtained directly at
the scanner before using them!

Info

Dose calculation is based on special set: ${modality}.

Info

The plan contains closed fields (MLC).

Info

The plan contains closed fields (jaws).

Info

The isocenter is blocked (jaws). Please verify.

Info

Metastasis '${name}' consist of more than one Metastasis.

Info

Metastases ${names} are overlapping.

Info

Metastasis '${name}' is not selected for treatment.

Info

Metastasis '${name}' overlaps ${names}.

Information Messages (Displayed by the i Icon)
• Export platforms have identical names.
• Contour points were reduced
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• Structure ${ObjName} was changed for export as it was reconstructed on the reference image
data set.
• Structure ${ObjName} could not be exported as it was reconstructed on the reference image
data set and appears to be too small.
• Detected regions of the Table Top which are not intersecting the SliceSet. These parts of the
Table Top are not exported.
• Treatment Plan was separated by Fraction Groups and more than one RT Plan was exported.
• The RT Dose Volume object does not contain a plan reference, as the plan was separated and
dose export for the entire plan was used.
• Beam Dose was exported, but one or more beams are split. Thus, the RT Dose object now
references more than one beam.
• ${protocolType} "${protocolName}" will not be available. Name is used in multiple files:\n$
{file1},\n${file2}.
• Export to '${ExportPath}' failed due to insufficient disk space.
• Export to '${ExportPath}' failed due to insufficient access rights.
• Export to '${Destination}' failed.
• An error occurred while loading.
• we find the encountered Clinical Baseline not acceptable:
• More than one plan is selected for loading. Go back and select only a single plan.
• DICOM image(s) of modality XT cannot be processed by the current version of the application.
• DICOM image with GantryDetectorTilt different from 0 or non-quadratic size cannot be
processed by the current version of the application.
• The plan to load has a format that cannot be interpreted.
• Unsupported data was found during loading.\nReview the patient data carefully for
completeness.
• The planning CT is deformed. It must not be deformed. Go back to the selected data and check
this.
• The planning CT is localized. It must not be localized. Go back to the selected data and check
this
• The planning CT is a Cone Beam CT. This could lead to dose calculations being significantly off
and is therefore not allowed. Go back to the selected data and check this.
• The planning image set is not of modality CT. It must be a CT image set. Go back to the
selected data and check this.
• The planning CT is not a supine image. Only supine images are supported. Go back to the
selected data and check this.
• The planning CT is not a head first image set. Only head first images are supported. Go back
to the selected data and check this.
• The planning CT contains tilted image slices. Tilted slices are not allowed. Go back to the
selected data and check this.
• The planning CT has ${nrSlices} slices. A maximum of ${maxSlices} slices is supported. Go
back to the selected data and check this.
• Multiple image sets with Modality were CT found. There must be exactly one image dataset
with Modality CT. Go back to the selected data and check this.
• No image set with Modality CT was found. There must be exactly one image dataset with
Modality CT. Go back to the selected data and check this.
• Not all image sets are fused. Go back to the selected data and check this.
• Calculation of Tissue Model failed. Check the logfile for details.
• Saving of the plan failed. Contact Brainlab support.
• Creation of RT Plan failed. Check the logfile for details.
• There were unspecified problems during import.
• The object ""${objectName}"" is empty. Outline the object correctly or remove it from the
selection.
• The following objects are empty: ${objectList} Outline the objects correctly or remove them
from the selection.
• More than one object with name ""${objectName}"" found. The objects' names must be unique.
Go back to the selected data and check this.
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• The following objects have identical names: ${objectList} The objects' names must be unique.
Go back to the selected data and check this.
• Object ${name} is not fused to any image set. Go back to Smartbrush and Image Fusion and
check this.
• The image set of Object ${name} is not loaded. Go back to the selected data and check this.
• The External Outer Contour ""${name}"" can not be used. It has been removed.
• Multiple External Outer Contours were found. There must be exactly one External Outer
Contour. Go back to the selected data and check this.
• This data must be used just for commissioning and plan comparisons. It must not be used for
creating clinical treatment plans. Export is not possible.
• Caution: Optimization did not converge in time!
• is not covered by the MLC for any table position!\n\n This may happen if the metastasis is
located too far away from the isocenter.\n\n Go back and check your plan and object
definitions.
• cannot be irradiated!\n\n This may happen if the metastasis is located too far away from the
isocenter\n or if it is blocked by other metastases in every arc.\n\n Go back and check your
plan and object definitions.
• does not receive any dose!\n\n This may happen in the following cases:\n - The Table Top has
not been correctly matched in the start-up dialog.\n Check your Table Top adjustment.\n - The
metastasis is insufficiently covered by the MLC.\n Check the geometry of the beam setup or
treat this metastasis in another plan.
• An error occurred during optimization!\n\nCheck the log file.
• No valid solution is found - No active arcs left in weighting optimization!\n\n This could be the
result of too low dose prescribed per fraction.\n\n Please go back and check your plan.
• No valid solution is found - Constraints on prescribed dose cannot be fulfilled!\n\n This could be
the result of too much dose prescribed per fraction, a too small number of arcs/passes or a too
low dose rate.\n\n Please go back and check your plan.
• Bad input!\n\n Check the log file.
• There is at least one PTV that is fully enclosed by another PTV.\n\n No PTVs should be
enclosed by other PTVs.\n\n Go back to Smartbrush and check this.
• There is at least one Metastasis outside the outer contour.\n\n Metastases have to
be contained within the outer contour.\n\n Go back to Smartbrush and check this.
• No Metastases are found.\n\n Go back to Smartbrush and check this.
• There is at least one GTV or CTV that is not covered by a PTV.\n\n All GTVs and CTVs have to
be covered by a PTV.\n\n Go back to Smartbrush and check this.
• There is at least one Metastasis that is too small.\n\n These Metastases are not suitable for
planning.\n\n Metastases have to have volumes of at least 0.01 cm³.\n\n Go back to
Smartbrush and check this.
• Object '${name}' is set to invisible.
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